Solvent viscosity effects on protein dynamics studied by ultrasonic absorption.
Solvent viscosity is known to play an important role in the kinetics of biochemical reactions, and has been suggested to modulate the dynamic structure of proteins. The effect of viscous cosolvents, of various molecular sizes, on the apparent ultrasonic absorption of bovine serum albumin in solution, at 37 degrees, has been measured in attempt to investigate the following phenomena: 1) The predicted modulating effect of viscous cosolvents on the "internal friction" of proteins, and 2) Possible differences between the microscopic and macroscopic pictures of the solvent viscosity concerning the proposed effect. We have found that A) The absorption of ultrasound (3-17 MHz) by the protein increases with increasing the cosolvent concentration. B) That increase correlates with the solvent viscosity for small cosolvent molecules, but not with macromolecular cosolvents, and C) Dextran solutions with the same concentration by weight, reveal similar ultrasonic absorption, in spite of large differences in their viscosity. A possible explanation is discussed.